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Tung Lung Chau

General
Hong Kongs premiere climbing area, Tung Lung Chau, contains probably the highest concentration of quality sport climbs in the territory (the large crowds on a Sunday bear testiment to this fact). Nearly all styles of climbing are catered for as are nearly all grades, from
relative beginner to honed rock jock.

The secluded setting on a largely uninhabbited island, need for ferry ride access, and
overall relaxed pace of life on the island provide a great contrast and escape to the hustle
and bustle of Hong Kong life.

‘Live your life like a thrown knife’. a little bit of
climbing history left by the US climbber Todd
Skinner during his visit to Tung Lung in 1992
Photo: Stuart Millis

No climbing trip in Hong Kong is complete
without at least a couple of sessions out here!
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Access
Access to Tung Lung Chau requires a pleasant and relaxing ferry ride from either Sai Wan
Ho in Hong Kong Island or Sam Ka Tsuen in East Kowloon. Both options take about 40
minutes to reach the island, with the climbing areas accessed by a 10-15 minute walk from
the closer of the two ferry piers (typically the second one visited bby the ferries).

Ferries from Hong Kong
This ferry runs from the Sai Wan Ho Typhoon Shelter (Note: not the ferry pier),
from the docking area just to the east of
Grand Promenade at the following times:
Weekends & Public Holidays
Ferries from Sai Wan Ho:
09:00; 10:30; 12:00; 15:15; 16:40
Ferries from Tung Lung Chau:
09:45; 11:15; 14:30; 16:00; 17:30
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Ferries from Kowloon
This ferry runs from the ferry pier at Sam Ka
Tsuen at the following times:
Saturdays
Ferries from San Ka Tsuen:
09:00; 10:00; 11:00; 15:00; 16:30
Ferries from Tung Lung Chau:
09:40; 15:40; 17:00
Sundays & Public Holidays
Ferries from San Ka Tsuen:
08:30; 09:50; 11:00; 13:30; 15:30; 16:30
Ferries from Tung Lung Chau:
09:05; 10:20; 14:00; 15:30; 17:00

The ferry ride to and from Tung Lung Chau provides a great opportunity to
chill out, catch up with friends, and prepare yourself for a hard day of sending.
Photos: Stuart Millis (above left) and Jon Butters (above right & below)
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The Climbing Areas
Upon arrival at the island follow the obvious concrete path, signposted towards Tung Lung
Fort. Continue along the path, past the Holiday Store (which provides free topo’s, strong
coffee and excellent dumplings), to a camp ground.
Technical Wall: From the camp ground follow a dirt path along the left hand side of the
zawn. Carefully scramble down a short step and continue around the coastline to the crag.
T-Wall is Hong Kong’s sport climbing piece de resistance and the place to see and be seen…

Sea Gully: From the camp ground follow a dirt path a short way up the hillside before taking another path through some bushes, to the left, and heading down into the gully itself.
The gully has a fantastic array of technical face climbs at nearly all grade ranges.
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Stuart Millis nearing the top of Naughty Dragon
(F8a), a popular pump fest and many HK climbbers
first route of the magic grade. Photos: Ron Yue

Big Wall: Continue up the hill, past the path towards Sea Gully, and follow the dirt path
along the top of the gully. A short way, 100m or so, past the end of sea gully walls lies the
top of the Big Wall. Abseil stations are located at both the left and right hand sides of the
wall. The wall has a number of adventurous routes for the experienced climber.

Kite Rock: At the fork in the path after the beach, head right and back up the hill until
some obvious dirt paths lead off left and up the hill to the boulder. The block has a handful
of short routes on sharp rock.
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Chandler Kurtz on a route that defines
the word ‘classic’, The Corner (F6c+).
Photos: Stuart Millis

Technical Wall
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(1) Castoff F4

Pull over the bulge and stride up to the lower off.
FA: Francis Haden, Mike Burns 2010

(2) Promenading F5

Enjoyable climbing on compact rock with a well protected crux.
FA: Francis Haden, Mike Burns 2010

(3) Hourglass Crack * F5

Climb the wide crack and slab above. A variation start
is possible just to the left, at a similar grade, by following the arete instead of the crack.
F.A. Unknown
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(4) Skylink 7b

Technical jamming up the overhanging crack before
breaking right, across Black Ring and Kung Fu, to the
horizontal break on Bad Boy. Traverse across this to a
lower off at the top of The Corner. If climbed these
days (this route rarely see’s much traffic) it’s more common to finish up one of the routes closer to the start to
avoid taking over a large portion of the crag!
FA. Danny Ng (1993)

(5) So F7c

Hard climbing between the second and third bolts
leads to an easier finish up the groove above.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2000)

Tung Lung Chau
(6) The Breaking F7c

Start as for So, moving right before the second bolt to
join the vertical crack on Tung Lung Bad Boy. Climb
this to the undercut flake before moving further right,
through The Corner, onto Dimple Face. Finish up this.
F.A. Danny Ng (1995)

(7) Black Ring ** F6c+

Climb the short crack to good holds on a small horizontal ledge. Traverse diagonally leftwards and make
hard moves into the groove on the left of the ledge.
Easier climbing up this leads to the lower off.
FA. Wong Yee Ping (1991)

(8) Chevalier Hotline * F6c+

Follow Black Ring to the hard moves into the groove.
Finish up the arete and face above to a ledge and lower
off.
FA. Danny Ng (1994)

(9) Kung Fu *** F7b

Climb Black Ring until the big pocket just before the
hard moves left. From here continue directly up the
wall above, via powerful balance moves, into the groove
directly above. Follow this to the lower off.
FA. Saito (1991)

(10) La Revanche des Chicos ** F8b

Start up the downward pointing flake and follow breaks
and pockets to good holds left of a small overlap. Fight
up the tiny crimps and sidepulls above until a dynamic
move brings a good hold in the horizontal break. Continue up the awkward vertical crack above.
FA. Gérôme Pouvreau (2005)

(11) The Big Dipper * F8a

Somewhat superseded now that the F8b exists, having
only one real independant move, but popular nonethe-less.
Start up the thin vertical crack left of the large corner
(on Tung Lung Bad Boy). Follow this until it peters
out 1.5m below a large undercut flake. Swing left to
another thin vertical crack (the top part of La Revanche
des Chicos) and finishing up this.
FA. Chu Ka Wai (2003)

(12) Tung Lung Bad Boy *** F7c+

A superb and extremely sustained climb up the thin
crack line to the left of the obvious corner. A HK
benchmark for this grade.
Climb the technical crack left of the corner to a large
undercut hold. From the undercut make hard moves to
a good pocket (crux) before heading diagonally left to
good holds at a horizontal break. Continue up the wall/
arete to the ledge above.
FA. Todd Skinner (1992)

(13) The Corner *** F6c+

A stunning route that is, without a shadow of a doubt,
the classic of the crag.
Climb the obvious overhanging corner line, with increasing difficulty, to the lower off.
FA. Unknown
Satoshi Matsudiara on the crux moves of Tung
Lung Bad Boy (F7c+), a Todd Skinner route
and one of the classics of the crag.
Photo: Jon Butters
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(1) Dimple Face *** F7b+

Another absolute classic involving some of the best
climbing in Hong Kong.
Climb the short overhanging wall to a small ledge and
sit down rest! Step right from the ledge and climb the
gently overhanging wall above using small but positive holds to two large pockets. Continue up the wall
above via smaller pockets to a large jug. Make final hard
moves up from the jug to the ledge above. Lower off as
for the Corner.
FA. Saito (1991)

(2) Jolly Boy ** F7c

Essentially just a hard start to Dimple Face avoiding the sit
down rest. A good first F7c.
Start as for Naughty Boy, making the hard moves past the second bolt, before heading left onto Dimple Face just above the
ledge. Follow this to the top.
FA. Danny Ng (1995)
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(3) Sky Project ** F7c+

Climb Naughty Boy until the flat hold above the roof.
From here continue directly up the gently overhanging
arete above, via some desperately thin climbing using
small holds on either side.
FA Lau Kung Hing (2000)

(4) Naughty Boy * F7b

Climb the short groove to the right of Dimple Face
to a small overhang. Pass this via some fierce technical moves to a small flat hold. Move right to a good
jug, and semi-rest, before heading directly back left and
climbing the groove above.
FA. Saito (1991)

Tung Lung Chau
(5) Naughty Dragon ** F8a

Relatively little in the way of independent climbing,
but a fantastic excursion none the less. Soft for the
grade any peoples first F8a.
Start directly beneath the middle of the small roof right
of Naughty Boy. Make some tricky moves up to roof
before launching through it to a good jug. Head left
from the jug via small holds to good layaways above
the roof on Naughty Boy. Continue up and left into
a groove and make some tenuous moves around the
arete to the good pockets on Dimple Face. Catch your
breath before sprinting up the final moves of Dimple
Face to the top.
FA. Saito (1995)

(6) Naughty Project ** F8a+

Climb Naughty Dragon until it reaches the arete of Sky
Project, which is then followed to the top.
FA. Lam Ka Chun (201?)

(7) - Oriental Pearl ** F7c

Follow Naughty Dragon through the crux moves and
finish up the crack right of the groove on Naughty Boy.
FA. Wong Yee Ping (1994)

(8) Halloween ** F7c

Climb up to, and through, the roof just to the right of
Naughty Dragon via some bouldery moves. Continue
up the awkward bulging groove above.
FA. Lau Kung Hing (2001)

(12) Wonderful Souvenir *** F7a+

Right again is a small overhang with a crack running up
its left hand side. Climb through the overhang and up
the face above. Continue directly up the face above to
join Big Hand right of the overhang, follow this a short
way up the crack before moving out right, through a
small overlap and up the wall abbove to a ledge and
the lower off.
FA. Saito (1991)

(13) Bad Girl ** F6c

Interesting moves through the right side of the overlap
lead to a vertical crack. Follow this up to join Small
Roof before breaking left through overlap and finishing
up the flake and wall above.
FA. Terry Ng (1994)

(14) The Funnel ** F6a+

Climb through a small overlap to join The Small Roof
at the third bolt. Follow this a short way before moving
left and finishing up Bad Girl.
FA. Wong Yee Ping (1994)
Fong Ping battling to earn
a Purple Heart (F7a).
Photos: Stuart Millis

(9) Purple Heart *** F7a

An excellent climb with a somewhat devious crux
Climb the obvious rightward trending fault line to
some good holds and a small rest. Launch out left on to
gently overhanging face and climb this to a large ledge
justbeneath the top of the wall.
FA. Danny Ng & Wong Yee Ping (1993)
(10) Big Hand *** F6a+
Start up the front of a small wedge shaped block before trending up and right towards the large overhang.
From beneath the overhang, step right onto the adjacent wall and climb the short groove. Step left onto the
slab bbefore moving up and back right to reach a large
ledge and the lower off.
FA. Unknown

(11) Depeche Mode * F6c

Start directly beneath the righthand side of the large
overhang on Big Hand and climb directly up towards
it. Shortly before reaching the overhang begin traversing out rightwards to join Bad Girl. Finish directly
through the overlap.
FA. Danny Ng (1995)
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(1) The Small Roof *** F6a

Probably the most popular climb on Technical Wall
and deservedly so
Follow the obvious corner system heading up to the left
side of the overhang high on the face. Reach through
the roof for a good side pull and crank up to the pocket
above. Make final tricky moves up the wall above to
the lower off.
FA. Unknown

(2) The Big Roof * F6c+

Follow The Small Roof to beneath the overhang. Make
a short traverse right and pull through the widest portion of the roof. Climb the short wall above and lower
off as for Small Roof.
FA. Unkown

(3) Bad Man *** F6c+

Start as for Small Roof but follow the slabby corner to
its right a short way. Move left on to the gently overhanging wall and climb this until it is possible to rock
over onto the slab, just beneath the overhang. Finish as
for Big Roof.
FA. Terry Ng (1994)
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The following routes were all bolted by
Danny Ng (1995) to provide easy sport
routes for beginners to learn on. First ascent
details are unknown.
(4) Merry Christmas ** F4+
Climb the slabby corner.

(5) The Black Face ** F5+

Climb the slabby wall to the right of Bad Man.

(6) Slab F6a

Climb the thin slabby wall. A slightly harder direct start
is possible pulling through the small roof.

(7) The Black Crack ** F5

Climb the crack and slab, passing through a small overlap, to a large ledge and lower off.

(8) Inverted V * F5+

Climb the slab to the right of the crack, passing through
a series of inverted ‘v’ shaped overlaps.

Tung Lung Chau
(9) The Chimney ** F4

(11) Cave Rib F5

(10) Chimney Wall F5

(12) The Sky and the Ocean F6c

The easiest line on the crag and consequently very popular with beginners.
Climb the obvious chimney crack at the righthand side
of the slabby wall.
Climb the wall just to the right of the chimney.

From the start of The Chimney traverse rightwards
along a foot ledge until its is possible to start moving
up the blunt rib. Continue up this, and the wall above,
to a lower off.
Start as for Cave Rib but continue diagonally rightwards through blocky ground just above the cave lip.
Lower off as for Cave Rib. Often just climbed to the
ledge as a deep water solo these days, followed by a dive
bomb exit to get back down!
FA. Rocky Lok (2000)

Yin-Bon Man cranking through
The Small Roof (F6a+).
Photo: Stuart Millis
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Sea Gully

Kevin Wotherspoon at The
End of the World (F6b+).
Photo: Stuart Millis
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(1) Slideshow F6a

Follow the right side of the corner then stretch right
across the wall at the 4th bolt. Mantle onto the ledge
and climb easy ground to the anchor.
F.A. Francis Haden, Dahlia Wong, Mun Yee (2017)

(2) A Fixed State of Affairs F6a

The nose of rock to the right of Ah Lun’s Route.
F.A. Francis Haden, Jonathan Knipper & Donna Kwok
(2012)

(3) Ah Lun’s Route * F6b

Climb the obvious crack line on the right hand side of
the mouth of the zawn.
F.A. Ah Lun (1995)

(4) The Unknown Australian F7b+

The blank wall to the left of Ah Lun’s Route has a couple of horizontal breaks splitting it but little else. Getting between them poses a problem or two.
Bolted by Ah Lun (1995) and climbed by an unknown
Australian around 1996/97

(5) Prisoner of War F6a+

An awkward and uninspiring route up the crack and
groove at the left hand side of the wall.
F.A. Ah Lun (1995)

(6) New Breed ** F6bb

A good, well protected, warm-up route with good rests
in-between the main difficulties.
Start to the left of Prisoner of War. Pull over the starting
bulge and force the technical corner and groove above,
which leads to a rest below the horizontal break. Final
moves above gain good holds and the anchor.
F.A. Francis Haden & Donna Kwok (2012)

(7) New Moon F6a+

Climb the blocky wall to the left of the previous route.
Beware of loose rock.
F.A. Danny Ng and Wong Yee Ping (1992)

(8) Full Moon F6a+

A minor variation to the central part of New Moon.
F.A. Danny Ng and Wong Yee Ping (1992)

(9) Green Corner F5

The obvious corner system
Equiped: Francis Haden (2014)

(10) Green Slab *** F6a

A delightful climb up the slab and arete at the start of
the terrace. From the corner step left onto the slab and
climb this, staying as close to the arete as possible.
F.A. Danny Ng and Soloman Lau (1992)
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(1) Hing’s Arete F7c

Follow the line of bolts (being as there’s next to no
holds to follow!) on the left hand side of the arete.
Bolted by Lau Kung Hing (2000)

(2) Chime of Dog * F6c+

The first of the climbs starting from the terrace which
cuts across the wall at mid-height. A few hard moves up
the face and past the first bolt lead to a shallow groove.
Follow this and climb up the large flake before stepping
right and climbing a short corner to the lower off.
F.A. Saito (1990)

(3) Echo of Dog *** F6c+

A quality climb, one of the best in the Gully!
Follow Chime of Dog to the large flake. Head straight
up from the top of the flake and climb directly through
the roof above.
F.A. Danny Ng (1993)
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(4) Lung Tsang Fu Duo *** F7b+

Start on the same block as for Echo of Dog. Swing left
to good holds left of the crack. Move up to good layaways in the crack and make a big reach right to side
pulls (also used on Echo of Dog) From the side pulls
reach up and use two small pockets in the wall above
before swinging back left into the crack. Re-establish
yourself in the crack (crux) and move up to where ‘Its a
Sin’ joins. Finish up this.
F.A. Colin Spark and Stuart Millis (2003)

(5) It’s a Sin, Steal the Sky ** F7a+

Start well to the left of Echo of Dog at a small step in
the terrace. Climb up the right hand side of the large
flake to good (but hollow) holds at its top. Make thin
moves diagonally rightwards on small crimps and a
drilled pocket before stepping into the obvious diagonal crack. Climb this to the top.
F.A. Danny Ng (1994)

Tung Lung Chau
(6) Logical Progression * F7c

(10) The End of the World *** F6b+

(7) Crossroads ** F6c+

(11) Ultraviolet Light My Way *** F6c+

Climb up to thefront of the wall to a large ledge. Climb
the thin crack in the wall above the ledge with increasing difficulty, making use of small crimps and edges on
the blank wall to the right. Originally climbed on preplaced protection but retrobolted by the first ascentionist so others would actually try the climb!
F.A. Stuart Millis and Colin Spark (2001)
Climb the shallow groove and mantle onto the ledge.
Start up the thin crack and, when possible, make a
looooong stretch left into a shallow groove and follow
this to the top.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(8) Epiphany *** F7c+

A stunning line that is heartbreakingly easy to fall off
right at the top.
Climb the shallow groove to the ledge. Hand traverse
left on small crimps until difficult move up bring a
small pocket. Make long moves left (hard for the short)
before continuing up the wall above on positive but
well spaced crimps to a good, but slightly suspect feeling flake. From here a technical and insecure sequence
brings the top. A more direct start may be possible (and
has been bolted already).
F.A. Stuart Millis (2008)

(9) Uncomfortably Numb ** F7c

From the edge of the terrace traverse along the ledge
until you reach a short small groove (long slings protect). Climb the thin crack via some technical and
tenuous moves until you reach a reasonable rest at the
foot ledge and groove half way up the wall. Compose
yourself here before breaking out right from the top
of the groove to join the final few moves (and crux)
of Epiphany.
F.A. Stuart Millis (2012)

A superb climb in a stunning situation.
From the end of the terrace make a short traverse left
along a foot ledge. Climb a short crack to a small ledge
before moving back right on to the wall and arete.
Climb a short way up this before following a small
groove line in the wall itself.
F.A. Danny Ng (1993)
Follow End of the World to the small ledge. From here
climb the overhanging corner above, moving onto the
left hand arete near its top.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(12) Solomon Corner – F6a+

Climb the corner to the left of Ultraviolet, using the
arete to the left in the upper section.
F.A. Solomon Lau (1995)

(13) Java Jive ** F6b+

From the second bolt of Solomon Corner bridge out
wide and make a big swing left using a good jug at
the lip of the overhang. Follow the crack above to the
anchor.
F.A. Danny Ng (1995)

(14) Love Traffic (Pitch 2) F6c+
The wall and corners left of Java Jive
F.A. Francis Haden (2012)

Joyee Lau on Echo of Dog (F6c+).
Photo: Stuart Millis
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(1) Big Cat Diary * F7a+

Start directly beneath the left edge of a rubble strewn
ledge at mid-crag height and climb up towards this and
an obvious horizontal break. Move left along the break
until it is possible to launch up and back right through
the headwall above.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1997)

(2) The Blade *** F7a

A superb arete climb with gradually increasing difficulties all the way to the top.
Start near to foot of the gully, beneath the start of
Crossroads. Climb the shallow groove, using the aretes
on either side, to the small overlap. Make difficult
moves through this and climb the wall above to finish
on the terrace.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(3) Waffer Wavers *** F7a

Start up the short corner to the left of the wall. As early
as possible begin traversing out right onto the slab itself
and climb this, making occasional use of the arete, to
the overlap. Make difficult moves through this to finish
up the wall and arete above.
F.A. Danny Ng (2001)
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(4) Roasted Pig * F6b

Climb the obvious wide corner crack, trying not to get
wedged too far inside it as you go.

(5) Heart of Grace ** F7c

The wall to the left of Roasted Pig. Weave your way
through the corners and overhangs to establish yourself
on a good break half way up the wall. Traverse this to
the right to a poor rest before a technical sequence leads
back out left to good holds and, eventually, the top.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2008) Equiped as an open project by
Stuart Millis in between attepmts on Epiphany.

(6) Love Traffic (Pitch 1) F6c+

The walls, corners and overhangs left of Heart of Grace.
F.A. Francis Haden (2012)

(7) Chinafication F4

Amble up the easy angled slab following the line of
bolts.
Equiped by Francis Haden & Jonathan Knipper (2012)
but undoubtably climbed prior to this.

Tung Lung Chau
(1) Cast Adrift F6a+

Steady climbing up the arête bordering the left side of
the wall. Some holds around the arête but otherwise
stay on the same side as the bolts.
F.A. Francis Haden, Donna Kwok (2017)

(2) Fat Slapper F6c+

Technical wall climbing leads to a dynamic crux at the
4th bolt, which is passed directly with a slap for a jug
on the edge of the slab above. Finish as for Flip Decision.
F.A. Francis Haden (2017)

(3) Flip Decision F5+

Chimney your way past the massive boulder to gain
better holds at the base of the slab, follow the edge of
wall / slab to a technical finish before the anchor.
F.A. Francis Haden, Donna Kwok (2017)

Lau Kung Hing making an early
repeat of Waffer Wavers (F7a).
Photo: Stuart Millis
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(1) Of Tide and Time F5

Pleasant technical climbing up the short wall and
groove located on the corner seaward facing wall at
the base of Sea Gully, just to the right of Truly, Madly,
Deeply.
F.A. Francis Haden, Laurent Jacob & Donna Kwok
(2012)

(2) Truly, Madly, Deeply F7a

The technical hanging grove and arête right of Sea
Gypsy. Climb easily to the 3rd bolt and a ledge. Pull
into the groove above before making technical moves
through the bulge to a rest. Reach back left around the
arête before final few moves gain the big ledge above.
F.A. Francis Haden (2012)

(3) Sea Gypsy ** F6b

Climb the blocky wall to the right hand side of the slab.
F.A. Danny Ng (1995)
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(4) Catch a Falling Star * F6c

Climb up the middle of the smooth wall to the left of
Sea Gypsy before joining this at the small ledge by the
fourth bolt.
F.A. Danny Ng (1995)

(5) A Lost Friend F6a+
F.A. Francis Haden (2012)

(6) Death in the Afternoon
F.A. Francis Haden (2012)

(7) Tung Lung Master ** F8a

A stunning test piece.
A thin crack line splits the right side of the big wall
looming above Central Slab.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2017)

(8) Closed Project

Tung Lung Chau
Yin-Bon Man practising his Tai Chi (F6a).
Photo: Stuart Millis
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Details for the various easy routes left of
Cave Route to be added at a later date. Most
seem to bbe in the F4 to F6a range, just bbe
wary of loose rock and make sure your belayer has a helmet on!

(1) Cave Route Left ** F6a

Start just right of the mouth of the cave and climb a
groove to a small overlap. Pull through this on large
holds and continue up the slab to an open corner
above. Make technical moves up the wall just right of
the groove and continue up this to a horizontal break
beneath a small overhang. Traverse left along the break
and pull through the roof at its left hand end. Continue
up the technical wall above to ring bolts.

(2) Tai Chi ** F6a

Start just right of the mouth of the cave and climb a
groove to a small overlap. Pull through this on large
holds and continue up the slab to an open corner
above. Make technical moves up the wall just right of
the groove and continue up this to a horizontal break
beneath a small overhang. Move right, avoiding the
overhang, and climb the wall above to ring bolts.

(3) Daniels Dilema F7c+

A truly bizarre route through the cave at the bottom of
Sea Gully. Start on the left hand wall of the cave and
climb up towards its roof. Continue through the cave
using as many weird and wonderful techniques as possible to exit onto the wall at its far side.
F.A. Danny Ng (around 2002)
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The following routes are located on the far side of the cave, on a series of walls facing back
toward Technical Wall. Access is from the paths above Sea Gullies left wall and bby abseil.
The bolts on this wall are quite old now so treat with a high degree of caution.

(1) Take a Ride F6a

Approach by scrambling left around the headland to
the left wall of the cave entrance. Climb the loose white
corner before moving right onto the orange headwall.
Continue to anchors on the terrace above.
F.A. Danny Ng (2001)

(2) Ah Lun Central F6a+

A good continuation pitch from the anchors at the end
of Daniels Dilema. Climb the central pillar, between
the two caves.
F.A. Ah Lun (1993)

(3) Daves Route ** F7a

Abseil 45m down the steep left (looking at it) side of
the wall right of the cave to a semi hanging belay. From
the belay climb up and left onto the very steep wall
above. Continue up this.
F.A. Dave Hessledon (1995)

(5) Jacky Left F6a
Climb the bolted line just left of the centre of the wall
F.A.Jacky Tang (1995)

(6) Jacky Right * F6b

The bolted line just right of the centre of the wall.
F.A. Jacky Tang (1995)

(7) Wheel Within a Wheel F6a+

A relatively short climb near the right hand end of the
wall.
F.A. Danny Ng (2001)

(8) My Ideal * F6a

The final climb up the wall gives an enjoyable pitch that
is over all too soon.
F.A. Danny Ng (2001)

(4) Whistle in the Wind ** F7a

An alternative start to Daves Route that traverses in
from the right, avoiding the hanging belay but adding
considerable rope drag.
F.A. Danny Ng (2001)
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The Central Slab and Greaty Slab are accessed from the bottom right side of Sea Gully, but
require calm seas if you prefer you and your gear to stay dry..
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(1) Central Slab Corner Direct HVS 5a, 5a

This could give a good corner climb all the way to the
top of the crag for someone dedicated enough to clean
all the vegetation out of the crack.

Pitch 3: F5 – With the difficulties over, casually saunter
up the easy slab to the bolt belay atop the second pitch
of Dragon Power.
FA: Francis Haden, Donna Kwok (2012)

(2) Central Slab Corner VS 5a, 4c

(8) Above the Sea, Below the Sky ** F6c

Pitch 1: Bridge up the wet and vegetated corner between the slab and the steep wall to the right until a
good crack breaks out diagonally to the left. Follow
this, with increasing difficulty, across the slab and continue up and left to a good stance by some large bushes.
Pitch 2: Climb the left hand side of the slab to its top.
F.A. J. Ward and J.F. Bunnell (1958)

(3) Dragon Power ** F6a

Pitch 1: Start just left of the corner crack and follow a
faint finger crack up the slab. After approximately 5m
make some thin moves up and right to join a horizontal
crack. Traverse right along this a short way until another crack leads back up. Follow a relatively direct line
up the slab to belay on small ledges.
Pitch 2: Climb the slab above to the lower off. Descent
is by two 30m abseils
F.A. Jacky Tang (2001)

(4) Science Friction ** F6b

Climb the lower slab via flakey edges before crossing
the diagonal cracks and launching up the blank slab
above.
FA. Stuart Millis (2006)

(5) Central Slab * HS/VS 4c

Pitch 1: Start in the centre of the slab and climb the
crack line above, thin to start with but becoming easier
as height is gained. Continue up the crack until it joins
a larger crack and follow this diagonally up and left towards the arete.
Pitch 2: Move right from the belay and continue up
the slab until a belay can be taken at the blocks near
the top of the crag.
F.A. J. Ward and J.F. Bunnell (1958)

(6) Learning to Fly F6b+

Start just left of Great Slab at a single bolt belay.
Pitch 1: F6b: Nicely positioned climbing follows a leftward rising line of bolts to a belay at the ledge.
Pitch 2: F6b+: The difficulty of the crux dyno is very
much subject to your height! Clip the first bolt and
reach for small crimps on the leaning wall above, steady
yourself then jump for jugs! Climb the wall above to
the fourth bolt before traversing right to pull round
onto the slab, which is followed to meet Central Slab.
Step right out of the crack system and follow bolts
across the blank slab and to a bolt belay.

Superb climbing above the water.
Pitch 1: F3: Clip the first bolt on Learning to Fly then
move left to the large groove leading to a sloping terrace. Walk along the terrace and down climb to a bolt
belay just above a flat ledge.
Pitch 2: F6c: Step down left off the belay ledge and using goods holds around the arête, charge up the prow
above. A good hold concludes the major difficulties and
welcome ledge above. A technical groove and traverse
leftwards gains a bolt belay below a hanging groove.
Pitch 3: F6c: Climb straight above the belay with a few
technical moves to gain a ledge at the third bolt. Mount
the foot ledge, clip a bolt and shuffle leftwards to gain
a large undercut hold. From here technical moves gain
improving holds and a step left into the large corner
(shared with From This Moment On). Follow the corner to the top and a short ramp that leads back onto
Central Slab. Bolt belay on the slab.
Pitch 4: F4: Traverse right to the belay of Learning to
Fly.
Pitch 5: F5: Follow the final pitch of Learning to Fly.
FA: Francis Haden, Mario Wild (2012)

(8) From this Moment On F6c

The overhanging groove on the wall between Central
Slab and Great Slab, finishing at the end of Pitch 1
of Central Slab. Approach by abseil from the top of
Central Slab.
FA. Danny Ng & Jacky Tang (1999)

(9) Great Slab * HS

Pitch 1: Start at the base of an easy angled wall and
move up onto a small ledge. Make an airy traverse leftwards along this until it is possible to climb up a large
loose flake.
Pitch 2: Move right from the belay and climb the crack
leading towards the left edge of the slab. Continue precariously up the slab with little in the way oof protection to a series of vegetated broken ledges. Continue
up the left side of the slab to the boulders at the top
of the cliff.
F.A. J. Ward and J.F. Bunnell (1958)

(10) White Sail F7a

Approach from the bottom of Great Slab via a leftwards
traverse just above the high tide line to a hanging belay
at the base of a crack. Climb the technical crack above.
F.A. Unknown
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Kite
Rock
Kevin Ng on Sans Serif (F5)
Photo: Karen Chan
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Tung Lung Chau

(1) One Flight Down F6a+

Follow the shallow groove up the left hand end of the
wall past a large pocket. A variation, On Line (F6a) follows the diagonal crack at two thirds height rightwards
to the top of the boulder.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(2) Kestrel ** F7a

A short sharp route directly up the centre of the wall. A
tricky start with few foot holds leads to technical climbing up the wall on small sharp pockets.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(3) Thundering Typhoon * F6c

The striking arete, climbed on its left side, gives a fierce
technical outing.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(4) CBL Graffiti Maniac F6b+

Somewhat of an eliminate, this line starts directly above
the graffiti and follows a line of pockets to the diagonal
crack.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)
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(4) Sans Serif F5

Haul your way up the steep wall using an assortment
of sharp flakes and pockets to an easier finish above.
Basically, anything goes.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)

(5) Its All Right F6c

Start at the right end of the steep portion of the wall
and follow large holds along the vague lip. Continue
around the arete to finish on the diagonal crack round
the cornere. Two ropes are advised to avoid excessive
rope drag on the arete.
F.A. Danny Ng (1992)
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Photo facing right: The late great Danny Ng on Big
Hand (F6a+) at Tech Wall. Photo: Stuart Millis
Most of the climbs in this guide would not be the quality routes they are today without Danny’s constant
effort to explore and develop climbing on Tung Lung
throughout the 1990’s and 2000’s.
Gone but never forgotten, his legacy lives on through
the routes we all enjoy today.

Tung Lung Chau
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